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Parallel Momentum Transport Induced by RF Waves
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Generation of plasma toroidal flow without or with low momentum input has been attracted much attention
due to the key issue of plasma rotation on MHD stabilization and turbulence regulation. The general momen-
tum equation is reached with a generalized ponderomotive force and then the drive and transport of parallel
momentum are discussed in the case of rf injection and/or in the drift-wave turbulence background.

With the injection of rf waves, a generalized ponderomotive force exerts on the plasma, which includes three parts. Firstly, the inhomogeneity of rf field results in the conventional ponderomotive force, which is nonresonant, but only in the direction of the inhomogeneity. Secondly, the wave-particle resonant interaction produces a dissipative drive force (DDF), in which the wave deposits the momentum on resonant particles like the well-known process of photon absorption. Thirdly, the inhomogeneity of resonant wave-particle interaction can induce a resonant momentum redistribution, which is called resonant ponderomotive force (RPF). The DDF and its induced radial flux can be used to explain the flow drive during the injection of low hybrid waves; while the parallel RPF might be responsible to the strong rotation in the experiment of the ion-cyclotron-frequency mode-conversion flow drive.

The inhomogeneity of plasma profile can be integrated in the theory. For rf-driven case, this only contributes an additional factor in the local energy absorption rate without changing the expressions and the physical pictures of the rf forces. However, the theory can also be applied to study the momentum transport in turbulence background. By re-arranging the terms, it is found that the residual stress is indeed the pinch effect of parallel resonant velocity. The ion parallel momentum source term is the resonant parallel momentum transfer rate between resonant ions and waves. Then the conservation of the parallel momentum of resonant ions and waves is clearly presented.
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